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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents the findings from a reef light inspection completed for the Sombrero Key Light
Offshore Marathon, Florida. The assessment included interior and exterior structural inspections,
development of repair recommendations, and estimated repair costs of the reef light.
In general the reef light is in fair condition with areas of coating loss and corrosion on the structural
framing and all exterior surfaces. Columns have areas of previous pitting. Some tie rods have heavy
corrosion and section loss. All platform and catwalk railings have significant coating loss with moderate
corrosion. Several dwelling floor plates are buckled and one is fractured. The stairwell cylinder has a 5’
long by 6” high perforation at the bottom of Section 2. The boat landing has missing planks and
corrosion on all components. The boat landing ladder is bent. Several windows in the lantern room are
cracked or broken. Concrete bags around the columns below the waterline are exposed and
undermined. Column 9 has brackets for cathodic protection; no anodes are present. None of these
defects significantly affect the structural stability of the light.
The protective coating (paint) for the reef light is in fair condition with isolated areas that have failed in
Sections 1 through 6. Section 7 has 100% coating loss.
Recommendations and rehabilitation costs for the Sombrero Key Light are provided in Table 1.

TABLE 1
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY TABLE
SOMBRERO KEY LIGHT

Recommended Repairs
1. Clean and coat exterior metal/struts.
2. Replace deteriorated tie rods.
3. Repair stairwell cylinder perforation.
Required in Near Term
4. Repair holes in watch room catwalk.
5. Reconnect lantern room catwalk ladder
6. Replace boat landing ladder.
7. Replace missing timber boat landing planks.
1. Repair dwelling floor plates.
2. Repair fractured tie rod connection bracket at
stairwell cylinder in Section 4.
3. Repair catwalk knee braces.
Deferrable
4. Replace passive anodes.
5. Replace cracked lantern room windows.
6. Repair dwelling door hinges.
7. Clean and coat interior surfaces.

Rehabilitation Costs

$2,800,000

$535,000
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
This report was prepared by Infrastructure Engineers, Inc. (IEI) for the United States Coast Guard Civil
Engineering Unit Miami under Task Order No. HSCG82-10-J-PMV228. The point of contact for the
United States Coast Guard (USCG) is LT J.N. Lopez. The scope of work for the Task Order included,
but not limited to, site survey, underwater inspection, above water inspection, reporting of site damage
through sketches and pictures, proposing methods of repair, development of rough order magnitude
cost estimates for the repairs and development of summary reports. The objective of the inspection is
to detect and report conditions requiring maintenance or repair before such conditions become safety,
structural, or major maintenance problems, or identify those which already are. This report represents
the findings from the inspection of the reef light and associated repair recommendations.
The key personnel responsible for the development of this report are listed in Table 2-1.

TABLE 2-1
KEY PERSONNEL

Civil Engineering Unit Miami
15608 SW 117th Ave
Miami, Florida 33177-1630
Lieutenant J. N. Lopez

Project Manager

Jennifer.N.Lopez@uscg.mil

Infrastructure Engineers, Inc.
2121 Old Hickory Tree Rd.
St. Cloud, FL 34772
(407) 957-1660
Jeff Rowe, P.E.
Andrew Young, P.E.
Chace Hulon, EI
Tim Strickland, EI

Lead Inspector
Inspector
Inspector
Inspector

jrowe@infrastructureengineers.com
ayoung@infrastructureengineers.com
chulon@infrastructureengineers.com
tstrickland@infrastructureengineers.com

A team led by a registered professional engineer-diver conducted the inspection. Access to the reef
light was obtained by boat. The boat was launched from the City of Marathon boat ramp at 33rd Street.
The above water inspection consisted of a 100% visual inspection of the interior and exterior of the reef
light to observe and record general conditions and gross measurements. Rope access techniques
performed by SPRAT certified engineer-climbers were used to inspect above water components. The
underwater inspection generally consisted of a Level I “swim by” visual inspection over 100% of the
accessible substructure units (SSUs) from the high water mark to the channel bottom. The purpose of
the inspection was to gather sufficient data to develop Engineering Assessment Ratings (Table 2-2),
develop conceptual repair recommendations and to provide budget estimates for structural repairs.
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The Engineering Assessment Ratings for the structures are based on engineering judgment and
assessment descriptions. Ratings are used to describe the existing in-place structure relative to its
condition when newly built.

TABLE 2-2
ENGINEERING ASSESSMENT RATINGS

Assessment
Rating

Good

Description

None to minor defects and deterioration observed.

Satisfactory

Minor to moderate defects and deterioration observed, but no
overstressed observed.

Fair

All primary structural elements are sound, but minor to moderate
defects and deterioration observed. Localized areas of moderate to
advanced deterioration may be present but do not significantly reduce
the load bearing capacity of the structure.

Poor

Advanced deterioration or overstressing observed on widespread
portions of the structure but has not progressed to a level that has
significantly affected the load bearing capacity of primary structural
components.

Serious

Advanced deterioration, overstressing or breakage may have
significantly affected the load bearing capacity of primary structural
components. Local failures are possible.
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3.0

BACKGROUND

Built in 1858, Sombrero Key Light is located five nautical miles south of Vaca Key in Florida. The
structural skeleton is constructed of screw piles that support an octagonal iron-pile skeleton with a
square dwelling, and the light stands 142’ above the water. An iron stairwell cylinder is enclosed within
the structure. The framing, dwelling, and lantern room are painted red. Flashing characteristics for the
light are: flashing white and red, every third flash is red.
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4.0

SOMBRERO KEY LIGHT INSPECTION

4.1

PROCEDURES

A 4-man inspection team from IEI conducted an inspection on September 12, 2010. Inspections
included visual observations by professional engineers inside and outside the structure, photographs,
and taking sufficient measurements to generally characterize the structure. Certified engineer-climbers
accessed all components of the exterior structural framing utilizing rope access techniques. A certified
engineer-diver performed a visual inspection of submerged components and noted all underwater
deficiencies.
4.2

ELEMENTS INSPECTED

The reef light was divided into the following elements for purposes of the inspection:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Structural Framing
Dwelling
Boat Landing
Inside Tower (Lantern Room, Watch Room, and Stairwell)
Underwater Components
Paint Systems

The overall schematic of the reef light is provided in Figures 6-1 and 6-2, identifying the location of
these elements. Identification of additional elements is provided in the inspection photographs (Section
6). Structural framing items included struts and collars. For the interior rooms, inspections included
roof/framing, ceilings, windows/doors, and floor plates. Additional items specific to each component are
identified in their respective sections.
The foundation for the structure is comprised of nine 12” iron piles drilled into the coral to support the
tower. Each pile passes through an iron disc on top of the coral. No defects were observed in the
structure indicate that there is a weak or failing foundation system.
4.3

OBSERVED CONDITIONS AND ASSESSMENTS

Overall, the reef light is in fair condition. The columns have minor coating loss with isolated areas of
previous pitting and corrosion in Sections 1 through 5. Columns in Sections 6 and 7 have more
advanced coating loss with moderate to heavy corrosion. Columns in Section 7 have heavy pitting
around connection collars. Diagonal tie rods, horizontal and radial struts have coating loss with isolated
areas of corrosion. Some tie rods have significant section loss and one tie rod connection at the
stairwell cylinder is broken. The dwelling has coating loss inside and out with light to moderate
corrosion. There are several areas of moderate corrosion on the walls, ceiling and doors. A majority of
the dwelling floor plates are buckled and one is fractured. The main platform has coating loss with light
to moderate corrosion throughout the deck and railing. Some platform plates are separated; two are
fractured. Planks are missing from the boat landing deck and the boat landing frame has moderate to
heavy corrosion. The boat landing ladder is bent and heavily corroded. Windows are broken in the
lantern room and most interior surfaces have coating loss with light corrosion. The lantern room and
watch room catwalks have coating loss, corrosion, and some section loss to knee braces. The stairwell
cylinder has coating loss and multiple small perforations. One perforation in the stairwell cylinder is 5’
long by 6” high. Concrete bags are exposed around the column foundations below the waterline. Some
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bags are undermined; the undermining does not affect the iron discs around the columns. Column 9
has brackets for cathodic protection; no anodes are present.
The protective coating system is in fair condition. All metal surfaces have minor to moderate coating
loss with corrosion.
The following generally summarizes the findings to the individual sections:
4.3.1

Structural Framing

Nomenclature
For the purposes of this report, the columns of the structural frame are designated with numbers 1
through 8 counter-clockwise starting at the west column. Column 9 is in the center of the structure. In
order from the top down, the light is comprised of the lantern room, watch room and tower sections 1
through 7. Tower sections are numbered starting at the bottom of the watch room and are divided by
tie rod connection joints. The dwelling is in Section 5 and Section 7 is partially in the water.
Primary Members
The columns are in fair condition. Columns in Sections 1 through 5 typically have approximately 10%
coating loss with previous pitting up to 1/8” deep and light corrosion (Photo 6-2). Columns 1 and 2 in
Section 1 have 50% coating loss. Connection collars around columns and the stairwell cylinders have
isolated areas of paint failure with random areas of pitting up to 1/4” deep.
Columns 1 through 8 in Section 6 have between 30% and 40% coating loss with 1/4” deep pitting
typical throughout (Photo 6-3). Column 9 has 60% coating loss with moderate corrosion. The 3’ of
each column above the lower connection collar has more severe pitting up to 5/8” deep. All Columns in
Section 7 have 100% coating loss with heavy corrosion.
Secondary Members
The tie rods and turnbuckles between panel points are in fair condition. Horizontal and radial struts in
all sections have between 20% and 40% coating loss with light corrosion (Photo 6-4). Tie rods and
turnbuckles in Sections 1 through 5 have 40% coating loss with light corrosion. Exterior tie rods have
heavy corrosion with up to 30% section loss around the U-bolts where the tie rods cross (Photo 6-5).
Interior tie rods have heavy corrosion with up to 20% section loss around the U-bolts where the tie rods
cross.
The diagonal tie rod between Column 1 and the stairwell cylinder in Section 1 has 60% section loss at
the lower connection to the stairwell. The same condition exists at the same location on the tie rod
between Column 2 and the stairwell cylinder (Photo 6-6).
In Section 2, the diagonal tie rod between Columns 6 and 7 has 80% section loss at the lower
connection to Column 7.
The U-bolt on the diagonal tie rods between Columns 4 and 5 in Section 3 is broken. Also in Section 3,
the diagonal tie rod between Columns 4 and 5 has 70% section loss at the lower connection to Column
5.
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Several U-bolts are broken or have significant section loss in Section 4: between Column 7 and the
stairwell, Column 1 and Column 8, and Column 5 and the stairwell. The circular bracket around the
stairwell cylinder at the bottom of Section 4 is broken at the lower diagonal tie rod connection to
Column 5 (Photo 6-7). The diagonal tie rod between Column 3 and Column 9 is heavily corroded with
50% section loss at the lower connection to Column 9.
Tie rods in Section 6 have approximately 20% coating loss. Tie rods in Section 7 have up to 40%
coating loss with light corrosion. All U-bolts in Section 7 are heavily corroded.
4.3.2

Dwelling

The dwelling is in fair condition overall. The dwelling interior floor is made up of 16 triangular iron
plates. These plates are numbered 1 through 16 starting at the entrance to the tower stairwell.
Exterior
The exterior walls and roof of the dwelling have 20% coating loss with light to moderate corrosion,
primarily near the base of the walls with negligible section loss (Photo 6-8). The platform has 20%
coating loss with light to moderate corrosion and previous pitting up to 1/8” deep that has been painted
over. Multiple door hinges are broken at random locations.
Gaps between 3/4” and 1” wide exist between the platform deck plates between Columns 2 and 3,
Columns 3 and 4, and Columns 4 and 5. Platform deck plates at Column 4 are buckled up to 2”
upwards (Photo 6-9). These plates also have two 1/16” wide cracks near the column; one is 2’ long
and the other is 3’ long (Photo 6-9). Platform deck plates between Columns 6 and 7 have a 1/16” wide
by 2’ long crack near the exterior edge. A 4” long by 1” wide corrosion hole is associated with this
crack.
The platform railing has 90% coating loss with light to moderate corrosion and negligible section loss
throughout.
The underside of the platform has 20% coating loss. Primary beams between the exterior columns and
Column 9 have moderate corrosion with up to 20% section loss. Floor beams between the primary
beams have moderate corrosion with up to 30% section loss (Photo 6-10).
Interior
The floor plates have 30% coating loss with light corrosion (Photo 6-13). Floor plates 1 and 2 are
buckled 1” upward at the joint between the plates. Plates 5, 6 and 7 are buckled upwards a maximum
of 11” (Photo 6-14). Plate 7 has a 36” long fracture near the exterior wall (Photo 6-14). Plates 10 and
11 are buckled 1” upward at the joint between the plates. Plates 11 and 12 buckled 4” upwards at the
joint between the plates. Supplemental rectangular plates cover portions of plates 14, 15 and 16
(Photo 6-13).
The walls have 20% coating loss with rust stains, primarily along edges (Photo 6-15). At the corner
near Column 7, at the base of the interior wall, there is a 3’ long area of moderate corrosion with
negligible section loss. The door between Columns 1 and 2 has 50% coating loss with moderate
corrosion. On the side of the stairwell cylinder at Plates 10 and 11 there is an area of heavy corrosion
with a 4’ long by 10” long perforation at the base (Photo 6-16). There is a 3’ long by 2’ wide area of
moderate corrosion on the ceiling near Column 2.
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4.3.3

Boat Landing

The boat landing is in fair condition. Four deck planks are missing from the walkway to the main
structure. Five deck planks are missing from the boat landing platform (Photo 6-17). The steel platform
frame has 30% coating loss with moderate to heavy corrosion. Twenty percent of the steel platform
frame has blistering paint (Photo 6-18). All steel piles have 20% coating loss with moderate corrosion.
The ladder on the west face of the boat landing is bent and heavily corroded (Photo 6-19).
4.3.4

Inside of Tower and Lantern Room

The tower and Lantern Room are in fair condition.
In the lantern room, two windows are broken in the middle row (Photo 6-20). However, they do not
appear to be leaking. All window sills have light to moderate corrosion. The marine beacon stand has
light corrosion. The lantern room catwalk has 75% coating loss with light to moderate corrosion. The
decorative railing around the catwalk has multiple areas of 100% section loss for a total of
approximately 30% of its perimeter. Knee braces supporting the exterior catwalk typically have
moderate to heavy corrosion with up to 30% section loss. Two knee braces near Column 6 have 100%
section loss at the stairwell cylinder (Photo 6-21). Also, the stairwell cylinder has a 1 1/2” diameter
perforation at the base near Column 6.
The watch room floor and walls are lightly weathered win less than 5% coating loss. The exterior door
has light corrosion on the door frame. The watch room catwalk has approximately 10% coating loss.
Two catwalk grates between Columns 1 and 2 and Columns 1 and 8 have corroded away (Photo 6-22).
The catwalk railing has 75% coating loss with light to moderate corrosion and negligible section loss.
The base of the ladder to the lantern room catwalk is disconnected. The underside of the catwalk has
40% coating loss with widespread moderate to heavy corrosion. Knee braces supporting the catwalk
have up to 20% section loss near the stairwell cylinder. Several knee braces are separated from the
catwalk underside due to pack rust with gaps up to 1 1/2” (Photo 6-23).
The inside of the stairwell cylinder has 10% coating loss. The exterior of the stairwell cylinder has
random areas of corrosion up to 1” deep over approximately 10% of its surface area. There are
multiple small perforations over approximately 1% of its surface area. At the base of Section 2, there is
a 5’ long by up to 6” high perforation in the stairwell cylinder (Photos 6-11 and 6-12).
4.3.5

Underwater Components

The underwater components of the reef light are in satisfactory condition. Concrete filled bags are
typically exposed around the columns up to 2’ high (Photo 6-24). Concrete filled bags around Columns
4, 5 and 9 are undermined up to 1’ high by up to 30” deep. The undermining does not affect the iron
discs around each column. Column 9 has brackets for cathodic protection; no anodes are present
(Photo 6-25).
4.3.6

Paint Systems

The exterior paint is in fair condition with isolated areas that have failed in Sections 1 through 6. Section
7 has 100% coating loss. Paint samples were taken during the inspection by removing the paint down
to the base metal. Laboratory results for TCLP analysis of paint samples taken indicate the lead in the
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red paint does not exceed the Extraction Procedure Toxicity concentration for classification of a solid
waste as a characteristic hazardous waste (see Appendix B).

5.0

RECOMMENDATIONS AND REHABILITATION COSTS

5.1

GENERAL

The repair recommendations contained herein are preliminary and are to be used for general budgeting
purposes. The actual method of repair should result from subsequent design level inspections and the
discretion of the Engineer of Record.
The Preliminary Cost Estimate tables (Appendix A) prioritize the repair recommendations and provide a
breakdown for the costs associated with the recommendations. The repairs were prioritized into two
classifications identified as Near Term and Deferrable Repairs. Near Term repairs were identified
where critical system components were either failed or expected to fail and/or be adversely impacted
without maintenance/repairs within the next five years. Deferrable Repairs were called for where the
system element is not critical for current operation or not anticipated to warrant maintenance within the
next five years.
5.2

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

The following Near Term and Deferrable Repairs are recommended for the reef light:
A. Near Term Repairs ($2,800,000)
a. Structural Framing:
i. Clean and coat the iron struts, columns and metal surfaces
ii. Replace deteriorated tie rods
b. Dwelling:
i. None
c. Dock Platform:
i. Replace boat landing ladder
ii. Replace missing timber boat landing planks
d. Inside of Tower and Lantern Room:
i. Repair stairwell cylinder perforation
ii. Repair holes in watch room catwalk
iii. Reconnect lantern room catwalk ladder
B. Deferrable Repairs ($535,000)
a. Clean and coat interior surfaces
b. Repair dwelling floor plates
c. Repair fractured tie rod connection bracket at stairwell cylinder in Section 4
d. Repair catwalk knee braces
e. Replace passive anodes
f. Replace cracked lantern room windows
g. Repair dwelling door hinges
The estimated cost of the Near Term and Deferrable repairs is summarized in Appendix A. The
individual line items in the cost estimate are accurate in context of the magnitude of the total project
cost. It should be anticipated that individual item costs, taken separately, would be greater due to the
repeated mobilization, temporary scaffolding, and cost associated with loss in economies inherent with
a larger project.
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These estimates are based on 2010 costs and should be adjusted for the actual year construction is
proposed to commence. The cost estimate includes mobilization/demobilization, overhead, profit, tax,
and contingencies. It is noted that this type of project is difficult to accurately estimate due to the
specialized work, limited pool of contractors and lack of historical pricing. The Coast Guard may
choose to increase the 25% contingent carried in the estimate to account for these conditions.
If the recommended repairs are not performed, the structural components will continue to deteriorate.
However, due to the member configuration, size and expected rate of deterioration, significant impact to
the structural capacity of the reef light would not be expected for 15 to 25 years. It is recommended
that the deteriorated tie rods be replaced, the stairwell cylinder perforation be repaired, the holes in the
lantern room catwalk be repaired, the lantern room catwalk ladder be reconnected, the boat landing
ladder be replaced and that the missing boat landing timbers be replaced.
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6.0

PHOTOGRAPHS AND FIGURES

Photo 6-1:
Overall view of reef light, looking North.
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Photo 6-2
Column shows coating
loss with previous
pitting and light
corrosion.

Photo 6-3
Typical coating loss
and deep pitting on
columns.
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Photo 6-4
Horizontal and radial
struts in all sections
have coating loss with
light corrosion.

Photo 6-5
Exterior tie rods have
heavy corrosion with
section loss around Ubolts where the tie
rods cross.
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Photo 6-6
Section loss at
connection of diagonal
tie rod to stairwell
cylinder in Section 1.

Photo 6-7
The circular bracket
around the stairwell
cylinder at the bottom
of Section 4 is broken
at the lower diagonal
tie rod connection to
Column 5.
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Photo 6-8
The exterior walls and
roof of the dwelling
have coating loss with
light to moderate
corrosion, primarily
near the base of the
walls with negligible
section loss.

Photo 6-9
Buckled and cracked
main platform deck
plates near Column 4.
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Photo 6-10
Moderate corrosion
with section loss on
the underside of the
main platform.

Photo 6-11
At the base of Section
2, there is a 5’ long by
up to 6” high
perforation in the
stairwell cylinder.
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Photo 6-12
At the base of Section
2, there is a 5’ long by
up to 6” high
perforation in the
stairwell cylinder.

Photo 6-13
Coating loss with light
corrosion on the
dwelling floor plates.
Supplemental
rectangular plates
cover portions of
plates 14, 15 and 16.
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Photo 6-14
Dwelling floor Plates
5, 6 and 7 are buckled
upwards a maximum
of 11”. Plate 7 has a
36” long fracture near
the exterior wall.

Photo 6-15
Dwelling walls have
coating loss with rust
stains, primarily along
edges.
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Photo 6-16
Area of heavy
corrosion with a 4’
long by 10” long
perforation at the base
of the stairwell cylinder
in the dwelling.

Photo 6-17
Missing planks on
boat landing.
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Photo 6-18
The steel boat landing
frame has coating loss
with moderate to
heavy corrosion.
Twenty percent of the
steel platform frame
has blistering paint.

Photo 6-19
Boat landing ladder is
bent and heavily
corroded.
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Photo 6-20
Typical broken lantern
room window.

Photo 6-21
Knee braces
supporting the lantern
room catwalk have
moderate to heavy
corrosion with up to
100% section loss.
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Photo 6-22
Two watch room
catwalk grates
between Columns 1
and 2 and Columns 1
and 8 have corroded
away.

Photo 6-23
Separated knee
braces on the watch
room catwalk
underside due to pack
rust.
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Photo 6-24
Exposed concrete
filled bags.

Photo 6-25
Cathodic protection
brackets with missing
anodes.
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7.0

APPENDIX A: COST ESTIMATE
Near Term Repairs

DIVISION SUMMARY
Project Name:

Date:

Sombrero Key Lighthouse

ITEM #

September 2010

Offshore Marathon, FL

Division Summary:

Engineer's Estimate:
Unit:

Sheet No.: 1

DESCRIPTION

DIVISION 1 - GENERAL CONDITIONS
0131 Project Management / Coordiantion
0154 Mobilization

MATERIAL

LABOR

EQUIPMENT

M- TOTAL

L - TOTAL

E - TOTAL

500.00

$
$

50,000.00
10,000.00

$

$

5,500.00

$
$
$
$

1,000.00
750.00
100.00
500.00

$

3,500.00

$

2,000.00

$
$
$
$

1,000.00
1,000.00
200.00
500.00

$
$
$
$

DIVISION 6-WOOD, PLASTICS, AND COMPONENTS
0613 Replace boat landing planks

$

225.00

$

500.00

DIVISION 9-FINISHES
0901 Sealant of exterior surfaces
0997 Clean and coat exterior structural steel

$
$

5,000.00
300,000.00

$
$

SUBTOTAL

$

313,575.00

$

SALES TAX (4%)

$

12,543.00

SUB-TOTAL M,L,E

$
$

50,000.00
18,500.00

1,000.00
2,000.00
100.00
500.00

$
$
$
$
$

11,000.00
3,000.00
3,750.00
400.00
1,500.00

$

500.00

$

1,225.00

9,000.00
600,000.00

$
$

2,000.00
600,000.00

$
$

16,000.00
1,500,000.00

675,700.00

$

616,100.00

$

1,605,375.00

$

12,543.00

$

236,495.00

SUBTOTAL

$

1,854,413.00

CONTINGENCY (25%)

$

463,603.25

CONTRACTOR'S OVERHEAD (10%)

$

231,801.63

CONTRACTOR'S PROFIT (10%)

$

231,801.63

TOTAL

$

2,781,619.50

$

2,800,000.00

DIVISION 5 -METALS
0512 Replace deteriorated tie rods
0512 Repair stairwell cylinder perforation
0512 Repair holes in watch room catwalk
0512 Reconnect lantern room catwalk ladder
0551 Replace boat landing ladder

$

LABOR BURDEN (35%)

$

8,000.00

236,495.00

ESTIMATE
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Deferrable Repairs

DIVISION SUMMARY
Project Name:

Date:

Sombrero Key Lighthouse

ITEM #

September 2010

Offshore Marathon, FL

Division Summary:

Engineer's Estimate:
Unit:

Sheet No.: 1

DESCRIPTION

DIVISION 1 - GENERAL CONDITIONS
0131 Project Management / Coordiantion
0154 Mobilization

MATERIAL

LABOR

EQUIPMENT

M- TOTAL

L - TOTAL

E - TOTAL

$

1,000.00

$
$

20,000.00
7,500.00

$

$

12,000.00

$

18,000.00

$

5,000.00

$
$
$

1,000.00
1,500.00
1,000.00

$
$
$

2,000.00
2,000.00
8,000.00

$
$
$

DIVISION 8-OPENINGS
0851 Replace lantern room windows
0871 Repair dwelling door hinges

$
$

1,500.00
800.00

$
$

1,000.00
1,000.00

DIVISION 9-FINISHES
0997 Clean and coat interior surfaces

$

35,000.00

$

SUBTOTAL

$

53,800.00

$

SALES TAX (4%)

$

2,152.00

SUB-TOTAL M,L,E

$
$

20,000.00
13,500.00

2,000.00
500.00
5,000.00

$
$
$
$

35,000.00
5,000.00
4,000.00
14,000.00

$
$

500.00
200.00

$
$

3,000.00
2,000.00

100,000.00

$

65,000.00

$

200,000.00

159,500.00

$

83,200.00

$

296,500.00

$

2,152.00

$

55,825.00

SUBTOTAL

$

354,477.00

CONTINGENCY (25%)

$

88,619.25

CONTRACTOR'S OVERHEAD (10%)

$

44,309.63

CONTRACTOR'S PROFIT (10%)

$

44,309.63

TOTAL

$

531,715.50

$

535,000.00

DIVISION 5 -METALS
0512 Repair dwelling floor plates
0512 Repair fractured connection bracket
0512 Repair catwalk knee braces
0512 Replace anodes

LABOR BURDEN (35%)

$

5,000.00

55,825.00

ESTIMATE
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8.0 APPENDIX B: PAINT SAMPLE TEST RESULTS
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